Cockfighting? It’s ‘Patriotic’

By JOHN GILLIS
Chief of the Animal Welfare Bureau

Cockfighting is a choice in the animal world. It is a sport that is enjoyed by many people. The cockfighting controversy is not new. It has been going on for years. But now, with the rise of Cockfighting, it is more popular than ever.

The majority of cockfighting is done for sport. It is not done for money. The cockfighters are not professionals. They are not trying to make a living from cockfighting. They are doing it for fun. The cockfighting is not done for money. It is not done for profit.

But there is a small group of cockfighters who do it for money. They are professionals. They are trying to make a living from cockfighting. They are not doing it for fun. They are doing it for profit.
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Shaker-Style Kitchen Emphasizes Harmony

Remodel Child’s Bedroom With Imagination, Economy

Cleanup Easy Drop-In Range Saves Space

Bargain Air Conditioning is no bargain

Bicentennial Inspires Lively Color Scheme

U.S. Lumber Use Climbing

Barn Loft Transformed Into Living Space

Record Home Improvement Year Seen

Make Room From Porch

Dillards

INTRODUCING THE CIRCLE OF SAFETY BY PHONE-MATE

THE WIRELESS SECURITY SYSTEM FOR HOME OR OFFICE

The people you love and things you own are worth protecting.

INSTALL IT YOURSELF IN MINUTES WITHOUT TOOLS OR WIRING... FOR 24 HOURS A DAY PROTECTION.

CIRCLE of SAFETY

SPECIAL DEMONSTRATION

FREE GIFT

During a demonstration, you can receive an EXTRA 10% off.

The pictured units are available for $149.99 each. Additional accessories can be included. It is an easy do-it-yourself installation, giving you 24 hours a day protection.
Jack Anderson With Les Whitten

Henry's Phobia Snarls Relations

WASHINGTON - Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger, in trying to get the 75 states to sign the SALT treaty, has found his efforts complicated by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee's 14-yard line on SALT II.

Kissinger's suggestion that states head to the White House this week for a confirmation dinner was met with the committee's 14-yard line. The congressmen who make up the committee say they won't be able to do their work in time for a dinner with President Nixon.

It was a blow to Kissinger, who has been trying to get the states to sign the treaty, which would limit the number of nuclear weapons that the United States, the U.S.S.R. and the United Kingdom could have. The States' representatives have been divided on the issue, with some favoring the treaty and others opposing it.

Kissinger's suggestion was met with the committee's 14-yard line. The congressmen who make up the committee say they won't be able to do their work in time for a dinner with President Nixon.

One congressmen who is favoring the treaty is Rep. James A. Oberstar, D-Minn. He said he was pleased with the progress being made and hoped the states would sign the treaty.

The treaty contains a provision that would allow the United States to test-ban nuclear weapons in the atmosphere, underwater, or in outer space. The provision has been a sticking point for many states, including California, which is known for its strong environmental laws.

The states' representatives have been divided on the issue, with some favoring the treaty and others opposing it. The committee's 14-yard line means that the states won't be able to sign the treaty until after the election, which could make it more difficult for Kissinger to get the states to sign.

Sylvia Porter

How To Keep The Lights On

If you are paying for the inconvenience of electricity, you are probably wondering if you can save money by saving electricity. One way to save electricity is to turn off lights when you leave a room.

In the past, it has been difficult to turn off lights when you leave a room. But now there are several ways to do it. One way is to use motion-activated light switches. These switches turn on the light when there is movement in the room and turn it off when there is no movement.

Another way to save electricity is to use energy-efficient light bulbs. These bulbs last longer than regular light bulbs and use less energy.

You can also save electricity by turning off the lights when you are not using them. For example, if you are watching TV, you can turn off the lights in the rest of the house.

By using these tips, you can save electricity and money. So next time you leave a room, make sure to turn off the lights.
House Speaker Backs Shorter State Ballot

Barber Shop Meet Staged

are you losing interest?

Expect more...
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Clearance

$500,000 INVENTORY!

BRAND NEW MERCHANDISE

- Floor Samples
- Freight Damaged
- Miss-Matched Sets

EVERYTHING MUST GO!

TWIN & FULL SIZE
MATTRESS OR BOX SPRING AS LOW AS
$19.95 each

KING SIZE MATTRESS OR BOX SPRING AS LOW AS
$39.95 each

KING SIZE BLANKETS $9.95 each

VELVET BENCHED AS LOW AS
$29.95 each

HEADBOARDS AS LOW AS
$9.95 each

SALE

CASH & CARRY!

Charge Hits Man Shot

by The Oklahoman

in the Waco Police Station

Sooner Federal Savings
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OU, Pokes Play Friday
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Round Inconspicuous?
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Augusta Fought Back At Elder

OU, Pokes Play Friday
**Catfish Starts Work In Yankee Rotation**

McArdoo's 35 Lifts Braves By Bullets

*Rangers Cig Islanders, 8-9*

West Texas Gigs Jays

Rangers Cig Islanders, 8-9

Eddie 7, Dodgers 6

*Osu Collars 3 To Letters***

**Henderson Inks Pact**

**Putting City, Moore Roll**

**Lake Reports**

**Putnam City, Moore Roll**

**Music Festival To Aid Symphony**

Business News In Brief

Film Concerns Star's Tragic Life

*OU Exhibit Saturday*

**Osu Collars 3 To Letters***

**Business News In Brief**

*Continued Federal Fonds Wears* 

*Millionaire Man's OSU Graduate* 

*Ex-Democrat Leader Dies* 

*January Accepting Appoints Newef* 

**Music Festival To Aid Symphony**

*Vailas* 

*Seafood Nite Every Friday 5 PM Til 10 PM* 

*Full Salad Bar, Scallops Oyster, scallops crab* 

*The Record Breaking Week* 

*Seeds 1953/1957's Champion is the Summer of the Year* 

*The Sound of Music* 

*Young Frankenfield* 

*The Towering Inferno* 

*The Seek*
Panel Votes Rollback On Property Zoning

Candor Gets Burglar Shortened Jail Term

OCC Fund Use Disputed Campaign Near Good Truth Serum Test Slated

Chiropractor Indicted

State Psychiatrists To Meet At Lodge

Slush Fund Alleged